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To test the hypothesis that track position exerts an independent, causal

influence on the academic achievement of high school students, background data and
complete high..school records were compared for students who had begun as 10th
graders in 1%1 at tWo midwestern senior high schools. For statistical analysis, the

two cohorts-753.studentS from the larger school in a university community of about
70,000 and 404 students. from the smaller school in an industrial community of about
20,000were combined into a single sample of 1,157 students. CeNntrol variables for
the study included sex; father's .occupation, intelligence test score, and GPA for the

final semester of junior high school. Analysis of zero order correlation data
supported the study's major hypothesis; tabulated findings indicated also that track
position and academic achievemeftt are positively correlated when controlling for the
four confounding varizbies and when considered in the light .of trend data showing
the differential improvement in grades for college preparatory and noncollege
preparatory stu.dents.....Fiirther research is suggested to determine the influence of
five mediating procesS'es a explanatory variables of the basic correlation. (JK)
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INTRODUCTION

Since the turn of the century, a number of trends have converged to increase

the pressure on American adolescents to enter and to graduate from high school:

the disappearance of work roles for adolescents, the upgrading of educational

requirements for job entry, and the declining need for teenagers to contribute

to family income.
1

The effect of these pressures is reflected in the fact that

93% of the high school age population was in school in 1966, compared to Tro

in 1890.
2

This vast increase in the magnitude of enrollment has forced the

educational system not only to increase its facilities and manpower, but also

to broaden its objectives and programs in order to serve student populations

with much greater diversity in abilities, interests, and aspirations than before.

While some school systems, especially in the large cities, have adapted by

creating separate high schools for students with different abilities or occu-

pational destinations, most communities have developed comprehensive high

schools serving all the youngsters in a neighborhood or community.
3 A common

structural arrangement for serving the perceived needs and abilities of differ-

ent student groups is some form of tracking system, usually consisting of two

or more relatively distinct career lines with such titles as college preparatory,

vocational, technical, industrial, business, general, basic, and remedial.4

While students on different tracks may take some courses together in the same

classroom, they are usually separated into entirely different courses or

different sections of the same course.

Several different rationale are given for tracking systems.5 Common to

most rationale, however, is that college-bound students are academically more

able, that they learn more rapidly and should not be deterred in their progress
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by slower, non-college-bound students, and that they need courses for college

preparation which non-college bound students do not need. It is thought that

non-college bound students, on the other hand, are less bright, learn more

slowly and should not be expected to progress as fast or learn as much as

college bound students, and need only a general education or work-oriented

training to prepare them for immediate entry into the world of work or a busi-

ness or vocational school.

Numerous critics have contended that assignment to a college preparatory

track independently enhances achievement, while assignment to a non-college

preparatory track independently depresses achievement.6 Since Negro and lower

income youth are assigned more often than white and higher income youth to non-

college preparatory curricula, the tracking system is seen as a barrier to

equality of educational opportunity. 7 The present paper presents the results

of a limited test of the curriculum-achievement hypothesis, which has never

been systematically explored at the high school level, but receives plausibility

from current social psychological theory and empirical knowledge about the

normative influence of teachers and peers.
8

Theoretical Pramework

Theories of self and interaction hold that individuals' self evaluation,

aspirations, and behavior are partially determined by the evaluations and ex-

pectations of significant others. 9 A more specific derivative proposition

supported by considerable research is that students' evaluations of their

ability are partly determined by the evaluations and expectations of them by

teachers.
10

Another, also supported by several studies, is that academic per-

formance is partly determined by self-evaluation of ability.
11

It follows,
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then, that academic performance is affected by teachers' expectations.

Impressive recent evidence for this teacher expectation - student perform-

ance relationship comes from a study by Rosenthal and Jacobsen in which teachers

of children randomly assigned to experimental groups were told at the beginning

of the year to expect "unusual intellectual" gains, while teachers of the con-

trol group children were told nothing.
12

After eight months and again after

two years, the experimental group children showed significantly greater gains

in I.Q. and grades. The investigators interpret the findings as a reault of a

benign self-fulfilling prophecy. Although they were unable to determine from

their data what specific mediating processes were operating, it is likely the

heightened expectations produced higher performance through increased self-

evaluation by pupils.

A number of writers have argued that teachers in college preparatory

classes believe their students to be more capable and expect of them higher

levels of performance than do teachers of non-college preparatory students of

the same ability.
13

If this and the other propositions just stated are valid,

then track position should exert a positive, causal influence on academic per-

formance. This hypothesis is rendered plausible, not only by the above argu-

ments, but by several studies showing a relationship between ability group

placement and self-concept.14

A second basis for the same prediction has to do with normative influence

from peers. Several studies in England and the United States suggest that

upper track students tend to hold and support pro-school, pro-achievement

attitudes, while lower track students more often manifest neutral or negative

attitudes toward school and academic achievement.
15

These anti-school attitudes
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are seen as a joint result of anti-school influences from home, frustrations of

past failure, and reactions to stigmatization from toachers and college pre-

paratory students.
16

Since most interactions occur within rather than across

tracks, it follows that upper track students are more often exposed to pro-

achievement attitudes and norms, while the reverse is true of lower track

students.
17

And from what we know about peer influences on adolescent attitudes

and behavior in general and on educational orientation and attainment in par-

tiaular, it follows that college preparatory students will be influenced toward

academic achievement, while non-college preparatory students will be drawn

away from, or at least not toward, achievement.
18

On the basis of the causal arguments, then, which are sommalzed in the

following flow chart, we hypothesize that, other things being equal, college

preparatory students will exceed non-college preparatory students in academic

achievement.

Track Position

CHART I

Differential teacher Differential
expectations. self-evaluation

of ability. .

Academic
Achievement

Differential exposure Differential
to educational N educational
related peer norms. aspirations.

Data and Methods

During the summer of 1964, complete high school records and certain back-

ground data were collected for the 1157 students who had begun as 10th graders
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three years earlier in two mid-western, three year senior high schools.
19

At

the time the records were examined, most of the students had already graduated.

One of the schools (labeled here Academic Heights High) had a total enrollment

of 2565 in the fall of 1963, was located in a predominantly middle-class,

university community of about 70,000 and contributed 753 students to the sample.

The other school (called here Industrial City High) had a total enrollment of

1272 in the fall of 1963, was located in a nearby predominantly working class,

industrial community of about 20,000, and contributed 404 students to the

sample. Since all the findings of the study are virtually identical for both

schools, the two cohorts were combined into a single sample in order to increase

cell sizes.

The dependent variable, academic achievement, was measured by the grade

point average (GPA) computed from each student's grades for all major courses

during the six semesters of senior high school. The GPA's, which were based

on as many semesters as the student stayed in school, were divided into

quartiles for each school, although after the first table, the analysis is

limited to achievement in the top half of the class.
20

The independent

variable, track i-Isition, was indicated by whether the transcript designation

for thefirstaiglish course taken was "G" (non-college preparatory or "general")

or "C" (college preparatory). If students took college preparatory English,

they were also placed in the college preparatory sections of other courses and

took such courses as foreign language and advanced mathematics, which were

populated almost entirely by other college preparatory stadents.21 Fifty-eight

per cent of the Industrial City students were classified as college preparatory,

as were 71 per cent of the Academic Heights students. Only a small number of

students shifted tracks after the beginning of the tenth grade: at Industrial
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City High, 22 students shifted downward, 5 upward, 21 Academic Heights students

moved up, 17 down. The curriculum placement decision must be viewed, then, as

a highly significant point in the educational selection process and the careers

of individuals.

Control variables for the study are sex, father's occupation, intelligence

test score, and GPA for the final semester of jumior high school, each of which

relates to both track position and academic achievement, as we will show later.

Sex, of course, was divided into males and females. Father's occupation, which

was coded according to census categories, was divided into two categories here,

white collar and blue collar.
22

Intelligence was measured by scores on the

Lorge-Thorndike Test in onP school and the California Test of Mental Maturity

in the other. Scores on the two tests were treated as comparable, since the

means and standard deviations are identical for national test samples, as well

as for the two schools in this study.
23

The first step in the analysis is to examina the zero-order relationship

between track position and academic achievement using the direction and size

of percentage differences and as the simple measure of association. The second

step is to relate fcur potential confounding variables, sex, father's occupa-

tion, I.Q., and previous GPA to both the independent and dependent variables, in

order to determine whether they should be controlled to reduce selection effects.

The third step is to re-examine:the relationship between track position and

academic achievement, controlling for the factors shown in step two to relate

to the independent and dependent variables. This step not only allows a retest

of the hypothesis with several selection factors eliminated, but also allows

an examination of the conditions under which the relationship may vary. Fixally

trend data are presented for each school showing the differential improvement
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in grades for college preparatory and non-college preparatory students.

These trend data make possible an additional limited test of the t.u....-2iculum-

achievement hypothesis.

Results

Table 1 presents the percentage data for the zero-order relationship

betwee4 academic achievement. As predicted, a positive relationship exists

between two variables: whereas 37 and 66 per cent of the college preparatory

students achieved in the top half and quarter of their classes, respectively,

only two and 17 per cent of the non-college preparatory students did so. At

the other extreme, 50 per cent of the non-college preparatory students achieved

in the lower quartile compared with 12 per cent of those on_the college pre-

paratory track.

Table 1. Percentage Data for the Academic Achievement and Track
Position Relationshi

Track Position High Hi -Av .

10A-12B G.P.A.

L w-Av . Low

College Prep 37 29 22 12 100 752

Non-College Prep 2 17 31 50 100 405

While this finding is consistent with the hypothesis, it is possible that

part or all of the relationship is the result of the effect of selection

factors, rather than track position. That is, college preparatory students

might well have been brighter, more motivated toward achievement or both, at

the beginning of high school, accounting for this difference in performance.

This is especially plausible since such factors as past performance, measured

ability, and aspirations (perceived or real) for higher education went into
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the curriculum assignment decision at the beginning of the tenth grade.
2,
'

Therefore, it is necessary to identify possible confounding variables and then

to re-examine the original relationship controlling out their effects.

Table 2 shows that four factors known from past research to relate to

academic achievement do so in this sample as well. Thus, white collar, high

I.Q., previously high achieviag, and female students achieved higher GPA's

than did blua collar, low I.Q., previously low achieving and male students.

The table also indicates that each of the four factors relates in the same

direction to track position. While these selection variables do not account

Table 2. Track Position and ,-..cademic Achievement, by Father's Occupation,
I Q Previous GPA and Sex in ercenta es .

Percentages on
College Preparatory

Track

Percentages in Top
Balf of Class

Father's Occupation
White Collar 83

Blue Collar 48

I .Q .

High 91

Low 43

Previous GPA
High 70

Low 60

Sex
Male 62
Female 68

62

39

74
29

59
42

41
59

for anywhere nearly all the variance in academic achievement either in past

research or here, the elimination of their effects should substantially reduce

the confounding influences of ability and motivation, thereby permitting a more

arduous test of the track position-academic achievement hypothesis.
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Tables 3 through 6 present the relationships between track position and

academic achievement, indicated by performance in the top half of the class,

at the first order of partialling. When each of the four control variables is

Table 3. Per Cent of High Achievers by Track Position and Previous

ARademic Achievement.*

College Prep Non-College Prep Difference
(Per Cent)

High 9B G.P.A.

Low 9B G.P.A.

77 (376)*

55 (340)

17 (161)

21 (228)

60

34

*The number of cases in the category to which the percentage applies is

given in parentheses.

Table 4. Per Cent of High Achievers by Track Position and I.Q.

High I.Q. College Prep Non-College Prep Difference
(Per Cent)

High I.Q.

Low I.Q.

76 (499)

45 (242)

Table Per Cent of H':h Achievers b

44 (50)

1

34

17 (322) 28

Track Position and Father's Occupation

College Prep Non-College Prep Difference
(Per Cent)

White Collar

Blue Collar

72 (484)

57 (251)

13 (99)

23 (272)

59

34

Table 6. Per Cent of High Achievers by Track Position and Sex

College Prep Non-College Prep Difference
(Per Cent)

Male

Female

57 (369)

76 (382)

16 (226)

24 (180)

-.

41

52
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controlled separately, the original relationship persists at a rather high

level of strength. In each case, the strength of the association is higher in

the category of the control variable disposed toward high achievement. For

example, the percentage difference between the two tracks in high achievement

is 60 percentage points for high previous achievers, compared with 34 percen-

tage points for low previous achievers. In both cases, of course, these are

quite sizable percentage point differences. Differences of comparable magni-

tude occur in the other first-order tables as well.

A more rigoraus test, of course, calls for the simultaneous control of

the four control factors. Because of diminishing cell sizes, it is necessary

to create two third-order tables. Thus, Table 7 shows the relationship with

track position and academic achievement, with father's occupation, I.Q., and

previous achievement controlled, while Table 8 shows the same relationship with

sex substituted for I.Q. as a control variable.

Table 7. Percentage of High Achievers by Track Position, Previous
Achievement, Father's Occupation and I.Q.*

White Collar Blue Collar

High 9B GPA Low 9B High 9B Low 9B

EIELIAL
College Prep 90 (211
Non-College Prep 2* (6

Low I.Q.
College Prep 71 (52)
Non-College Prep 20 (20)

68 (106)
2* (7)

62 (53)
5*(13)

30 (76) 49 (43)
8 (62) 19 (85)

71 9952 21

43 (49)
24 (122)

*Indicates actual cases since cell
computation of percentages.

N's are too small to justify

In each of the five comparisons in Table 7 with large enough cell sizes

to be meaningful, the same relationship persists with somewhat diminished, but
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still sizable strength. One comparison remaining very strong is the white

collar low I.Q. - high previous achievement category where 71 per cent of the

college preparatory students, compared with 20 per cent of the non-college

preparatory students, achieved in the top half of their class. The other

differences range from 19 to 30 percentage points.

Table 8. Percentage of High Achievers by Track Position, Previous

Achievement, Father's Occupation and Sex

White Collar Blue Collar

High 9B GPA Low 9B GPA High 9B GPA I Low 9B GPA

Males
College Prep 77 (126)

Non-College Prep 1* (14)

Females
College Prep 93 (145)
Non-College Prep 5* (14)

44 (109
11 (46

67 (76)
8 (25)

2052 51
2 6

61 (46)
18 (51)

45 (55)
18 (82)

78 (95)
39 (68)

*Indicates actual Cases

The six possible comparisons in Table 8 also show continuing positive

associations between track position and academic achievement, with differences

ranging from 27 to 59 percentage points. For example, 67 per cent of the

white collar girls with low previous achievement who were enrolleedn the

upper track achieved in the top half of their class, compared with 8 per cent

of comparable non-college preparatory girls. Both third-order tables clearly

lend support to the track position-academic achievement hypothesis,

since all the comparisons remain relatively strong and in the predicted direc-

tion.

The data in Table 9 show that, not why does track position positively

relate to academic achievement at the third-order of partialling, but that it

relates more strongly than does father's occupation, I.Q. previous academic
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achievement, or sex. While we no doubt have failed to control for all selec-

.tion or extraneous influences, the data do suggest that track position may

exert a more important independent influence on academic achievement than

previously supposed.

Table 9. Weighted Mean Difference in Per cent of High Achievers by Track
Position and the Four Control Variables with Other Variables Held Constant

Variables Compared

Track Position

I.Q.

Previous Achievement

Socio-Economic-Status

Sex

Mean Difference (Per Cent)

44 (sex not held constant)

41

20

21 (I.Q. not held constant)

Additional support for this position comes from Table 10, which shows

the upward movement in grades for each track between the first and last

semesters of high school. At each beginning level of achievement, a higher

percentage of college preparatory than non-college preparatory studeats moved

up. This pattern is especially strong at the lower beginning levels, where

the track differentials in teacher expectations were perhaps the greatest.

Table 10. Percentage of Students Whose Grades Improved by Track
Position and Beginning Grades.*

Track Position

College Preparatory
Non-College Preparatory

*218 Cases whose beginning
from this table.

10A G.P.A.

2.0-2.9 1.0-1.9 0-0.9

3(116 15 181) 27 (60)
5(294 1 34 207) 1 61 (36)

grades were 3.0 or above have been excluded
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Discussion

In summary, the data here lend substantial support to the hypothesis that

track position exerts an independent, causal influence on the academic

achievement of high school students. The relatively small and non-representa-

tive nature of the sample and the likely continued effect of uncontrolled

selection factors preclude firm acceptance of the hypothesis, but the findings

are in the predicted direction. Certainly, the relationship is as strong as

any reported in the literature between school-related variables and academic

achievement. At the very least, the hypothesis warrants further testing with

a larger and more representative sample and with more controls for selection

factors.

If the relationship is real and not spurious, the question of the mediat-

ing processes between track position and academic achievement needs to be

raised. Why, in short, should one's curriculum placement make a difference in

GPA outcomes? At the beginning, we suggested two possible reasons, both

derivable from existing theory and research on the effects of evaluations and

expectations on an individual's performance. On one hand, it may be as

suggested earlier, that teachers of non-college preparatory students expect

less and get less - than do teachers of college preparatory students because

of a negative effect on students' self-evaluations or other interpersonal

processes. On the other hand, it is conceivable that, since college preparatory

students tend to interact mostly with other college-bound, achievement support-

ing pupils, they are drawn by peer influence toward higher grades, while the

reverse is true of non-college preparatory students.

But several alternative mediating processes also warrant investigation.
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First, college preparatory students might seek after and, in fact, attain

better grades, other things being equal, because grades are more important

for their futures (college entrancA) than for the futures of non-college pre-

paratory students. Whereas for college-bound students, grades are a means

toward the identifiable and meaningful end of qualifying for college, grades

are far less important for entry into an occupation or a vocational school

for non-college bound students. It has been contended that this difference

in instrumental importance of grades is magnified by the perception among many

non-college bound students that it is pointless to put much effort into school

work, since it will be unrelated to the later world of work anyway. This is

likely to be especially true of boys, particularly Negro boys, for whom non-

college bound school work is not only unrelated to later work life, but is

more likely to fail to qualify them for any kind of job.25

Second, informal interviews in the schools studied here suggest the

operation of unofficial grade ceilings for non-college preparatory students

and grade floors for college-bound students. That is, by virtue of being

located in a college preparatory section or course, college preparatory

students apparently were unlikely to receive any grade lower than "B" or "0",

while students in non-college bound sections or courses found it difficult to

gain any grade higher than "C", even though their objective performance may

have been equivalent to a college preparatory "B". Several teachers explicitly

called attention to this practice, the stated rationale being that non-college

preparatory students do not deserve the same objective grade rewards as college

preparatory students since they "clearly" are less bright and perform less

well. To the extent that grade ceilings do operate for non-college bound

students, lower Gals will only be further insured by the absence of available
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potential rewards for achievement, with resulting deterioration of motivation

and commitment.

Third, it is possible that the subject matter in college preparatory

courses is inherently more interesting and motivating than that in non-college

preparatory courses. This interpretation is consistent with the criticisms

of so-called general, vocational or basic education leveled by Clark, Pearl

and others.

Fourth, numerous investigations of ability grouping have reported that

teachers of higher ability graups are likely to teach in a more interesting

and effective manner than teachers of lower-ability groups. Such a difference

is predictable from what we know about the effects of reciprocal interaction

between teacher and class. Even when the same individual teaches both types

of classes in the course of the day, as was the case for most teachers in the

two schools in this study, he is likely to be "up" for college preparatory

clacses and "down" for non-college preparatory classes - and to elicit the same

reaction from his students.
26

Fifth, the stigma attached to the non-college bound track in many American

high schools may lessen acirlevement by depressing the self-evaluations of

non-college bound students.
27

This interpretation is rendered plausible by

existing theory and research on the negative personal effects of public stigma,

past research and comment on the low status associated with being outside the

non-college bound track, and several studies mentioned in the first section

on the relationship between self-evaluation and academic achievement. Such

stigma was illustrated in one of the two schools we studied by one girls's

report that she was embarrassed to carry her books face-up because "everyone

knew" they were for general classes.
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Summary.

This paper reported a limited test of the hypothesis that track position

exerts a causal influence on the academic achievement of high-school students.

Even when father's occupation, I.Q., previous achievement, and sex were con-

trolled, a rather strong relationship persisted in the predicted direction.

College preparatory students were also known to more often increase their GPA's

through the high school career, further suggesting a differential impact of

track position on grades.

The limited size and non-representativeness of the sample and the likely

persistence of other selection factors preclude definite acceptance of the

hypothesis, but certainly further investigation is warranted, especially since

track position - and by implication the tracking system itself - may represent

an important school-related barrier to equality of educational opportunity,

especially for blue-collar boys, who were found to be over-represented on the

lower track.

Several possible mediating processes between track position and academic

achievement were suggested. Hopefully, this investigation will stimulate

further researdh on the basic track position - academic achievement hypothesis,

as well as on the processes connecting the two variables. We also hope it

will call attention to other possible consequences of track position. Mbst

of the mediating linkages suggested here might also account for track-related

differences in dropout and delinquency rates which we have found and will

report in other papers.
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